
TRT

The accounting management of small to medium-sized enterprises is not to be taken lightly. The right tools can save 
you time, money and energy - in huge amounts. This is also the mission that MDM Monacoh has given itself by deve-
loping its accounting software for SMEs, TRT.

TRT PME is the accounting software for SMEs developed by MDM Monacoh. Comprehensive, this invoicing software 
suitable for small to medium-sized businesses is full of essential features for efficient management of your accounts.

Fonctionnalities

TRT PME
The general accounting software 
for SME

What is TRT PME ?

Easily manage your accounts 
payable and accounts 
receivable

Simplify the management of 
your employees’ payrolls and 
timesheets

Manage your purchases and 
disbursements as well as your 
sales and receipts

Manage, modify or merge 
multiple projects

Adjust or transfer your 
inventories

Generate automatic reports

Automate the calculation of 
your taxes and other fees

TRT PME offers you a range of features aimed at facilitating the management of your costs:



Simplified payroll management

Our accounting software for SMEs simplifies payroll 
management without sacrificing the range of HRM 
tools available to you. Whether it is the manage-
ment of tips, manual payroll, cash advances or 
vacation pay, TRT PME centralizes all these opera-
tions in a single easy-to-use interface.
But it does not end there! Realize significant time 
savings with nifty features, such as quickly editing 
multiple employee records in one go.
Finally, put an end to the headaches with the sim-
plified production of your T4, T4A, Relevé 1 and 3, 
paper and electronic, and DAS payable.

Automatic reports in just a few clicks

With TRT PME, creating your reports has never 
been so easy. Our management software for SMEs 
automatically generates all kinds of tailor-made 
reports for you, such as:   

• Comparative reports, by department or by  
project

• Comparative income statements
• Budget and historical analyzes and reports
• Sales reports by customer, by item, by repre-

sentative or by period
• Purchasing reports by supplier or by item
• General ledger reviews
• GST and QST reports
• Project reports

Advantages

Ease of use

Our accounting software for SMEs is designed to 
optimize your operations and maximize your time 
savings. That’s why TRT PME has no shortage of 
unique shortcuts and options aimed at simplifying 
your user experience. Whether it is for repetitive 
entries or rapid printing of documents, our platform 
is fully optimized for quick and easy use, at all times.

What are our customers saying about it ?

« TRT an accounting software that gave me time for something other than accounting. I couldn’t do without 
the repetitive entry function which is worth its weight in gold alone, the deposit manager ... A user-friendly and 
flexible interface that allows us to extract the maximum amount of information on our finances and which goes 
beyond the compilation of data since with each transaction it tells us where we are, not possible to cheat with 
the budgets. «

Fully secure database

At MDM Monacoh, nothing is more of a priority for 
us than ensuring the security of our customers’ 
data. This is why TRT PME, as well as all our 
accounting management software, are equipped 
with measures to protect your information.
Grant selective, password-protected access to va-
rious software functions, take advantage of auto-
matic and manual verification tools for the accuracy 
of recorded information, save your data to disk after 
each transaction, and more with TRT PME.

Unparalleled customer service and resources 
at your fingertips

Doing business with MDM Monacoh means sur-
rounding yourself with a dedicated team that values 
listening and efficient customer service. In addition, 
thanks to contextual online help easily accessible 
from any screen of our platform, you can quickly 
consult a large library of solutions to the most com-
mon accounting problems in order to save you even 
more time and headache.
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Get your free demo or further informations !

514 544-2297
mdm.monacoh.com
info@mdm.monacoh.com


